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We consider the intersection topology formed by the ordinal topology on w, and a separable 
metric topology. Such a space is never perfectly normal, but it can be normal or perfect; which 
one depends on the model of set theory and the choice of the metric topology. 
If 
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, and T2 are two topologies on the same set, X, their intersection topology is 
defined to be the topology on X with a basis consisting of all sets of the form 
U, n U, with U, open in TI and U, open in T2. Examples of these have been 
considered by Hajnal and Juh&z [2], Pol [3], and Reed [4]. Here we follow Reed 
and consider just the class C of those X of size w, in which T, is a separable metric 
topology and T2 is the order topology induced by some well-order of X of type w, . 
Reed establishes a number of properties of all such spaces in ZFC.’ Here we look 
only at the properties of perfectness (all closed sets are G6 sets) and normality, 
both of which can vary with X and with the model of set theory. 
In the following, we always assume that X is w, as a set; so its topology is the 
intersection topology formed from the ordinal topology and some separable 
topology. All topological notions on X refer to the intersection topology 
otherwise noted. However, notions such as club (=closed and unbounded 
and stationary refer to the usual ordering on q. 
metric 
unless 
in 0,) 
Our main results are: 
Theorem 1. No X in C can be both perfect and normal. 
Theorem 2. CH implies thatfor each Xin C, there is a club D c Xsuch that D is normal. 
Theorem 3. There is a model of set theory in which some members of C are perfect 
and others are normal. 
* Research supported by NSF Grant MCS 8200729. 
’ Among many other things, X is completely regular, countably metacompact, and collectionwise 
HausdorQ it is collectionwise normal iff it is normal iff it is countably paracompact. 
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Regarding Theorem 2, observe that the order topology on the club D is the same 
as the relative topology induced by the order topology on w,, so that D is indeed 
a member of C. The fact that under CH there is some normal member of C is 
proved in [4]. 
[4] also points out that under MA+ lCH, all X in C are perfect, since separable 
metric spaces of size w, are Q-sets. Hence, by Theorem 1, MA+lCH implies that 
X cannot be normal. Under CH, the situation is almost reversed. By Theorems 1 
and 2, CH implies that no X in C is perfect, whereas ‘almost all’ such X are normal. 
We cannot have all X E C normal, since [4] produces (in ZFC) a non-normal 
member of C. 
Regarding Theorem 3, Theorems 1 and 2 imply that both MA and CH must fail 
in such a model. We do not know if there is a model in which all members of C 
are neither perfect nor normal. 
In the following, X always denotes a member of C. Our theorems will fall out 
easily from a sequence of lemmas which give some more detailed but less quotable 
results about X. The first lemma says that the metric and the intersection topologies 
are close. 
Lemma 1. (a) If U is open, then there is a metric-open Vsuch that U\ Vis non-stationary 
and V\ U is countable. 
(b) g H is closed, then there is a metric-closed K such that K\H is nonstationary 
and H\K is countable. 
Proof. Clearly (a) and (b) are equivalent, so we need only prove (a). Let Bi 
for i E w be a base for the metric topology. Partition U into disjoint sets, Qi, such 
that for each LY E Q, there is an f(a) < (Y such that (Y E (f(a), a] n Bi c U. 
By the pressing-down lemma, Bi\ U is countable whenever Qi is stationary, 
so let V = U{B,: Qi is stationary}. Then U\ V is contained in U{ Q: Qi is non- 
stationary}. 0 
The next three lemmas relate normality to +-compactness. Here, we call a space 
w,-compact iff it has no uncountable closed discrete set. 
Lemma 2. The following are equivalent: 
(a) X is 0, -compact. 
(b) All nonstationary metric-closed sets are countable. 
(c) All nonstationary closed sets are countable. 
Proof. (c) + (b) is obvious and (b) + (c) follows from Lemma l(b). For (c) + (a), 
observe that by a pressing-down argument similar to Lemma 1 (see also [4]), every 
closed discrete set is nonstationary and hence countable if (c) holds. For (a) + (c), 
assume l(c) and let H be nonstationary, closed, and uncountable. Let C be a club 
disjoint from H, and let K be an uncountable subset of H such that any two distinct 
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elements of K have an element of C between them. Then K is closed discrete, 
contradicting (a). 0 
Lemma 2 was found independently by van Douwen [ 11. The following lemma is 
in [4], with a somewhat different proof. 
Lemma 3. If X is w,-compact then X is normal. 
Proof. Let H, and H2 be closed and disjoint. By Lemma 1, let K, and K, be 
metric-closed with K,\ H, and K2\ H2 non-stationary and H,\ K, and Hz\ K2 count- 
able. Then K, n Kz is non-stationary and hence countable by Lemma 2. Let (Y < w1 
be such that all elements of H1\K,, H2\K2, and K, n K2 are below (Y. Then X is 
partitioned into clopen sets [0, ~1 and [LY + 1, w,). On [0, (-u], H, and H2 can be 
separated because countable regular spaces are normal. On [cy + 1, oI), H, and H2 
are contained in disjoint metric-closed sets K, and KS, which can be separated 
because metric spaces are normal. q 
To prove Theorem 2, choose the club D to have countable intersection with all 
non-stationary metric-closed sets; this is possible by diagonalization under CH, 
since there are only w, such sets. Then D is w,-compact by Lemma 2 and hence 
normal by Lemma 3. 
[4] produces a normal X under CH by showing that if X is a Luzin space in the 
metric topology and all nonempty metric-open sets are stationary, then X is w,- 
compact and hence normal. [l] contains a converse to this; namely, if X is not a 
Luzin space in the metric topology, then it can be re-ordered in such a way that all 
nonempty metric-open sets are stationary but it is not normal. 
However, Luzin spaces are not essential to normality, since (inder CH) we may 
choose the X of Theorem 2 to have no Luzin subspaces. Furthermore, there are 
models of set theory in which the conclusion to Theorem 2 holds but there are no 
metric Luzin spaces at all. For example, assume that in the ground model, CH holds 
and every family of w2 clubs has a club below it (modulo countable sets); and then 
add w2 random reals. 
However, w,-compactness is essential to normality. Although the converse to 
Lemma 3 is easily seen to be false, the following lemma shows that normality and 
w,-compactness are ‘equivalent on a club’. 
Lemma 4. If X is normal, then there is a club C which is w,-compact in its relative 
topology. 
Proof. Since the metric topology is second countable, there is a club, F, which 
misses all non-stationary (basic) metric-open sets. Since we may restrict to F, we 
may assume that F = X; i.e., that all non-empty metric-open sets are stationary, so 
that every club is dense in the metric topology. Now, let P be the set of limit ordinals 
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y such that for some (Y < y, (q y] is not dense in the metric topology. Again usiq 
second countability, plus the pressing-down lemma, P is non-stationary, so there 
is a club C of limit ordinals disjoint from l? We now show that C is w,-compact. 
By Lemma 2, it is enough to show that if H c C is closed and non-stationary, then 
H is countable. Fix a club DC C which is disjoint from H. By normality, let U be 
an open neighborhood of D whose closure is disjoint from H, and by Lemma 1, 
let V be metric-open such that U\V is non-stationary and V\U is countable. We 
now show that H can contain no elements above sup( V\ U). Suppose y were such 
an element. Then y has a neighborhood, (q y] n B, disjoint from U, where B is a 
metric-open set. We may assume (Y > sup( V\ U), so that (a, y] n B is disjoint from 
V as well. Since V contains a club, it is metric-dense; V is also metric-open, so, 
since y E C, (a, y] n V is metric-dense, contradicting that (q y] n V n B = 0. 0 
Theorem 1 now follows, since if X is w,-compact, it cannot be perfect by Lemma 
2(b) (in fact, any club which is a G6 must be co-countable); so by Lemma 4, no 
normal X can be perfect either. 
We now examine perfectness in more detail towards a proof of Theorem 3. First, 
using Lemma 1 plus the fact that, co-countable sets are Gs-sets: 
Lemma 5. Zf G is a G,, then there is a metric-G6 H such that G\H is non-stationary 
andHcG. 
Lemma 6. The following are equivalent: 
(a) X is perfect. 
(b) Ail club sets are Gs-sets. 
(c) Whenever C is a club, there is a club D such that D c G and D is a metric Gs. 
Proof. (a) + (b) is trivial, and (b) + (c) follows by applying Lemma 5 w times. For 
(c) + (a), assume (c) and let U be open; we show that it is an F,. Let V be as in 
Lemma 1. V is an F, because it is metric-open, so we are done if we can show that 
U\V is an F, and V\U is a G6. Now V\U is countable and hence a G8 (using 
the ordinal topology). Let Y = U\V. Since Y is non-stationary, (c) implies that 
there is a club D with D a G6 and D n Y = 0. Say D = n,,, W,, where each W,,, is 
open. Set Y = lJn Y,,, where each Y,, is separated by the points of D, so that in the 
ordinal topology it can have only points of D as limit points. Then Y is the union 
of the sets of the form Y,,\ W,, each of which is closed and discrete in the intersection 
topology; hence, Y is an F,. 0 
To prove Theorem 3, observe that (c) of Lemma 5 implies that if X is defined in 
the ground model, V, and X is perfect in V, then X remains perfect in any C.C.C. 
extension, V[G], since every club set in V[G] contains a club subset in V. Thus, 
let V be any mode1 in which there is some perfect X (say, let V satisfy MA+ lCH), 
and form V[G] by adding o, Cohen reals. In V[G], X remains perfect; but also 
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the Cohen reals form a Luzin set, and Reed [4] shows how to use a Luzin set to 
construct a normal space in C. 
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